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Jason Butler

Quick & Easy Arrows
Choosing the proper arrow quiver for your hunting setup should be a decision you make with care.

Bowhunting

Bowhunters cannot carry their ammo in their
pockets like gun hunters do. Arrows are long, awkward projectiles that are much more cumbersome
to take afield than shotgun or rifle shells. Needless
to say, that’s just the way it is. Arrows must be ferried afield conveniently and safely. The only way to
do this is with a quiver of some sort. It can be
argued effectively that selecting an arrow quiver is
a lot like choosing between a Big Mac or a House
Salad, it all boils down to individual taste.

T

today’s archery marketplace. Many are first rate,
but just as many are not. Most bowhunters obviously like quality in all of their equipment. A
bow quiver should be no exception.
A broadhead tipped arrow shouldn’t be
bounced around or abused. Arrows should be
taken care of as well as possible at all times. Even
slightly askew shafts will miss their mark, causing a miss, or worse, a poor hit. The best way to
ensure your arrows are well protected is with a
well-chosen quality arrow quiver. Let’s look at
the four types and their pluses and minuses.

There’s nothing more bothersome than having a
bowhunting quiver that gets in the way, is noisy,
is inconvenient, and makes your arrows less Quick-Detach Quivers
accurate. For these reasons,
Many bowhunters carry a
choosing a bowhunting
quick-detachable
bow
quiver is not a decision you
quiver attached to their
should take lightly, let
bow to ferry their arrows
alone on someone else’s
to their hunting destinaopinion. Test the waters,
tion and simply remove
and settle on one that perthe quiver once settled in.
forms flawlessly, time after
Oftentimes sitting for
time.
long periods of time is
When selecting a
more comfortable without
bowhunting quiver you
arrows attached directly to
have four basic styles from
the bow. Many bowwhich to choose: quickhunters know this and
detach quivers, bowtherefore simply remove
mounted quivers, back
their quiver after settling
quivers, and hip quivers.
into a tree stand or ground
Whatever your personal
blind and hunt accordingchoice, always consider
ly.
safety, convenience, stabiliQuick-detach quivers
ty, and silence while mak- Quick-detach quivers make toting arrows easy. When are usually fastened with
ing a selection. There is a you reach your hunting destination, simply remove the one bolt or clip for quick
plethora of choices in quiver full of hunting arrows and set is aside.
loosening and easy
a r c h e r y
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removal. These quivers hang nicely
in a tree from a hook or a bungee
cord. However, most experts will
warn you that shooting with a
quick-detach quiver still attached
to the bow is not advisable, since
these designs rattle like a buzz bait
when shot. They’re not designed to
tighten very snugly to the bow, just
temporarily for transport. Loud
vibrating noise can definitely spook
game.

Back Quivers
Back quivers looked grim in the old
Robin Hood movies but have been
improved ten-fold for modern
archers. Today, most bowhunters
who favor a back quiver enjoy the
Cat Quiver design for carrying
arrows securely on their backs.
Safety is a very important feature
with a back quiver design, since
broadhead cuts can be an issue for
careless users. Such quivers should
be worn and used with caution to
prevent such accidents from hapBow-Mounted Quivers
pening.
Bow-mounted quivers are easily the
The first back quivers were
most popular type of quiver used
today. Realistically, with a bow- Bow mounted quivers never come off of the bow. nothing more than leather pouches
mounted quiver, the bow and the They are mounted on firmly and remain tight at with straps that hugged the chest.
times. A definite convenience for archers who
These quivers were noisy and cumarrows become one convenient all
like as little movement as possible.
bersome and pretty much just a flat
unit. When selecting a bowmounted quiver, durability and solidity should come first pain to use. The fletching of the arrows would stick up
high above the head and snag brush. The snags made an
and foremost.
Briefly, there are two important reasons for attaching awful racket and created irritating tangles. Broadheads
a quiver to your bow and leaving it there. First, arrows would grind together at the bottom and dull their blades.
are very easy to transport over even the most rugged ter- You couldn’t pay me to try another. Thankfully, the Cat
rain compared to any other design. They hug the bow Quiver style eliminated all of these hassles.
riser and limbs closely, making them no more inconveContinued on the Next Page
nient to carry than the bow itself.
Second, backup shots are always close at hand. Even
though archery is considered a one shot sport, many
times animals have lived another year due to a
bowhunter being unable to lock-and-load a second arrow
quickly and quietly. It happens every year. Swinging your
body or arm around a tree or hide reaching for another
arrow is movement that can be picked up by your prey
and now the animal is tuned into your location. For this
purpose, bow-mounted quivers remain popular.
The best bow-mounted quivers house your broadheads beneath a roomy plastic hood. These quivers grip
shafts slightly above the fletching to prevent excessive rattle and are attached to the bow with two separate stainless steel bolts. These quivers also hug the bow riser closely to prevent bow imbalance and excessive torque (causing sight pins to cant). Most bow manufacturers today
make their own bow-attached quivers and provide their
risers with two holes (at the top and bottom) to hold the
hood and the gripper arm.
Hip quivers come in various shapes and sizes. My favorite is a full-length
leather model that holds eight arrows snugly to my hip.
a r c h e r y
f o c u s
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to pay US$50 to US$60 for a dependable
model that will give you years of painless
use.

Cat Quiver style back quivers are now
fully adjustable, comfortable, and roomy.
Cat Quivers are a backpack/quiver combination made in silent fleece fabric for quiet
movement. The design places the quiver
directly behind your back and head.
Arrows are completely shielded and the
different backpack sizes allow you to carry
other gear inside with a breeze.

Four, Six, or Eight Arrows?
Eight-arrow quivers are almost standard
with most bowhunters, especially those
going after backcountry game. Some
bowhunters like the lightweight, less bulky
feel of a four– and even some six–arrow
quivers. Some compound bows feel heavy
Hip Quivers
Belt quivers have always been a favorite Shooting without a quiver is a joy as an anvil after a long hike and hard day
style for target archers. The roomier mod- to many. It frees the bow of of hunting. Some consider the difference
els are able to carry notebooks, binoculars, unwanted weight and makes aim- in weight with half as many arrows makes
a difference, so they prefer to carry fewer
notes, pins, repair equipment, and any- ing generally easier.
thing else deemed necessary on the target range; shooting arrows.
A good many bowhunters have an eight–arrow
and sighting in equipment is definitely a convenience. To
this day many archers feel they can get better accuracy quiver attached to their riser and only carry four or five
out of their bow without the extra weight and lopsided arrows in it. If that’s your case, try a smaller, sleeker fourarrow quiver model and feel the difference in weight and
feel of bow-mounted quivers.
I must tell you that there are some real solid losers bulk firsthand. It may seem substantial, or it may not.
out there where hip quivers are concerned, so be cau- There are only a few six–arrow quivers on the market.
tious. The best hip quivers are solid one-piece designs However, if you like your arrow supply somewhere
that hug the thigh closely and have a dependable, tight- between the happy medium of eight and four, investigate
ening strap that fastens around your lower thigh to pre- these styles further. Personally, I wouldn’t do any kind of
vent the quiver from swinging as you move. If your hip bowhunting with less than four arrows, even though it
quiver swings as you move it will get annoying and cause usually only takes one and a second for backup. But you
excessive movement as you slink through brush. Expect can lose arrows along the trail and you don’t want to
encounter that monster buck with just a couple of
arrows. Four arrows should be the minimum number to
carry, and I think most bowhunters would agree.
Conclusion
So, what kind of quiver should you carry your arrows in?
As you can see, each has its pros and cons. Even if you’ve
been bowhunting a while and are certain that the style of
quiver you use now is nothing short of fabulous, don’t
neglect to give other options a try for the sake of being
thorough. Beginning
archers are mainly the
ones who must shuffle
through the various
kinds and decide on a
genuine user. In the
end, only your experience can help you
make the final choice.

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer and photographer who
lives in Richmond, VA. As much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors, he’d rather be there.
a r c h e r y
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Lanny Bassham

Mental Program or
Pre-Shot Routine?

T

The pre-shot routine describes what you are
physically doing while shooting. The thoughts
are conscious pictures and therefore are left-brain

in origin. This presents a problem. Do you really
what to shoot the shot in the left-brain? No! You
want the shot to be released subconsciously.
That’s right-brain stuff. In fact, I’ve observed that
skilled shooters often shoot best when they do
not think very much at all about the act of shooting while drawing, aiming and releasing the shot.
Consciously thinking about the shot-routine
requires you to stay in the left-brain, the analytical side of your grey matter. So, how do you solve
this problem?
It has been said that the conscious mind can
only think of one thing at a time. I believe that is
not only true, but a principle of conscious
thought. The subconscious mind can think of

“I find that most shooters
haven’t developed a consistent mental program,
haven’t practiced it in
training and suffer frequent losses of focus in big
competitions as a result.”
thousands of things at once. That is the side of
the brain we want shooting the shot. So, how do
you make the hand-off from the conscious mind
to the subconscious mind just prior to shooting?
You do it by running a mental program while
simultaneously executing a shot routine. The
mental program is what we are consciously thinking while the pre-shot routine is what we are

a r c h e r y
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Mental Skills

When we first began shooting we were told that
progress can be accelerated by following a pre-shot
routine just before releasing the shot. This routine
aids us in remembering to follow the steps of proper
form in the correct order. Here is an example of a
pre-shot routine—
Nock the arrow
Grip the string
Hang the bow
Take a grip
Check posture while raising the bow
Draw the arrow smoothly
Aim
Push and pull (release occurs subconsciously)
Follow through
You might have used a routine like this when
you started shooting. Notice that all of the items in
the list are physical steps and conscious thoughts.
They remind you to perform the next step and keep
you on a consistent track. That is a good thing.
Running a pre-shot routine also occupies your conscious mind, keeping you from becoming distracted
by those around you or worrying about your score.
The process aids you in both remembering to perform everything in a certain order and in maintaining focus.
I like the pre-shot routine and recommend that
you do it when learning to shoot. However, once you
have developed skill you may find that the thinking
about what you are physically doing becomes the
wrong thing to do when you are drawing the bow.
Let’s look at why.

Continued from the Previous Page

“The mental program
should be simple. It
should not be a burden
for you to have to do.”

will fill the mental screen with
something and, much too often,
the picture is counter-productive to
proper shot execution. Next, it is
advisable to select thoughts that
trigger the subconscious. A common method is to
rehearse the feeling of shooting a perfect shot somewhere
within the mental program. Next, a mental program
should be duplicable, allowing you to run the same program on each shot. Finally, the mental program should
be simple. It should not be a burden for you to have to
do.
Remember we are moving the mind from the conscious to the subconscious during the time the mental
program is running. This transition causes the left brain
to quiet and allows the right brain to execute the shot.
We want the subconscious to shoot the shot, not the
conscious.

physically doing. In fact, if you find
the correct mental program your
transition from left-brain to rightbrain can become just as automatic
as blinking your eye.
So, when do I need to move from the pre-shot routine way of thinking to using a mental program? I find
that once you have automated the steps in the pre-shot
routine that it is time to look for a mental program.
Once skills are automated you may find that the pre-shot
routine will not hold your focus during the shot
sequence and you may find yourself day-dreaming on the
shot. This error can cause over-holding and moving as
you shoot. That’s the last thing you want.
A mental program is a planned, practice sequence of
thoughts that you think about as you are performing
your pre-shot routine. The length of the mental program
depends on how quickly you execute your routine and
when you start the mental program. The initiation point
may vary quite a bit from shooter to shooter, but the end
of the program is always the same; you release the string.
Almost any series of thoughts will work as long as
they meet the following criteria. First, the mental program should occupy the conscious mind while you execute the shot. If the conscious mind is not occupied, it

W

What does a mental program look like? This is an individual thing and I resist offering much in the way of
advice in an article, but here is what some good shooters
have used as steps in their mental programs. All mental
programs have a defined start point. It might be drawing
an arrow out of the quiver or nocking the arrow on the
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your mental program. Do you have
one? Do you train with it so you
can trust it in the competition? If
so, you will minimize your chances
of loss of focus and points.

string. The next thought might be
to rehearse the feeling of shooting a
perfect shot. Some shooters have
good results with focusing on
breath control, while others focus on a certain muscle
group during their mental programs. Some get good
results with a relaxation step while a clearing of the mind
step just prior to releasing the shot works well for others.
Some shooters actually run song lyrics in their program.
See, I told you it was an individual thing.
I find that most shooters haven’t developed a consistent mental program, haven’t practiced it in training, and
suffer frequent losses of focus in big competitions as a
result. The program should be practiced. Always finish a
training session with a few ends of match simulation.
Rehearse that this is the upcoming competition and you
are shooting well. Run the mental program that you plan
to use in the competition during this time. Then, when
you get in the competition you should have little trouble
running the program consistently.

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world. His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental
Management® concepts are used
and endorsed by Olympian and
World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
or at www.lannybassham.com.

I

If you are inconsistent in your shooting I suggest that
you first revisit your shot routine. This going-back-tothe-basics method just might reveal that you are inconsistent in a critical step of your form. Then check out
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.

“Some shooters actually
run song lyrics in their
program.”

Steve Ross

Equipment Review

The Zenith Comfort
X-Cel & 3D+ Releases
Let me start off by saying that I believe there is no
more accurate way to release an arrow than with a
triggerless back tension release. Over the last several
years I have shot several Stanislawski releases (three
and four finger varieties) and a Carter Colby (see
photo on page 12). The Colby has been my release
of choice for the last two years, but when I started
shooting FITA target rounds (144 arrows) in a single day, I developed soreness in my hand and wondered if another release might serve me better. In my
quest for a more comfortable release I discovered
that Zenith produces releases they call “The
Comfort Releases.” This sounded like a natural: a
pure back tension release designed with ergonomics
in mind. I called Joe Bauernfeind, the founder of
Zenith Archery Products, and he suggested I test the
X-Cel three-finger and the four-finger Comfort
3D+.
What You Get
The X-Cel is sold alone (US$59) or as part of a
back tension training kit (US$79). The training
kit includes a VHS video (or CD-R computer
disk), the X-Cel release and three cams (one practice and two shooting cams). If you are new to
shooting this style of release, I recommend
spending plenty of time with the practice cam.
The practice cam allows you to practice all the
elements of a shot without actually firing an
arrow. The practice cam can be shot in two different modes. One mode will produce only a
click when the shot normally would have been
loosed. The other mode will produce two clicks
(a reference click then an execution click). For a
description of the benefits of using a practice
cam, see the AFm article, “The Ultimate Form
Tool” (Vol 6, No. 3), by Gene Lueck. To suma r c h e r y
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marize, Gene shot with a practice cam for two
months to eliminate flinching from his shot execution. Not surprisingly, his scores improved dramatically. The other two cams that came in my
kit were a 0.008 in. “click cam” and a non-click
cam. The back tension release has the undeserved
reputation of being difficult to learn, and many
will find the video reassuring. It walks you
through the set-up, adjustment, and shooting of
the release. The video is about 12 minutes long.
My only criticism of the CD-R disk is that it
should have the QuickTime Player installer on
the disk. If you don’t have QuickTime, or another viewer program, you will need to download it,
which can be time-consuming with a dial-up
connection.
Details of the Releases
My first impression of both releases was that the
Zenith products were of high quality. The X-Cel
has a polished finish and both have very smooth
edges. Both releases were a little heavier than
what I was used to, but I liked this. Upon further
inspection, it was clear to me that every aspect of
the releases has been designed with comfort in
mind. This was confirmed when I started shooting them; each release quickly felt like it was part
of my hand. The head shells of Zenith releases are
more substantial than those of the other releases
I have shot. I’m sure that this adds to the strength
of the release. One problem I found with the
Zenith releases is that the distance from the pivoting head shell to the index finger is shorter than
what I was used to. This gave me a clearance
problem between the head shell and index finger,
and I needed to position the release a little differently in my hand. This took a little practice, but

f o c u s

felt completely natural after a few days of using the
release.
If you have shot compound bows for awhile, you
probably have heard the stories of archers sending their
back tension releases down-range following their arrows
toward the target. For this reason the kit includes a safety strap of nylon mesh that goes around the wrist. If you
are a first-time back tension release user, the strap will
provide added confidence that you won’t be contributing
further to the folklore of the back tension release.
The Zenith release can be shot directly off a D-loop
or using the supplied release rope and off the string. I
currently hook the release directly on a D-loop and have
had no problems with this setup. I also have shot the
release with the release rope attached to the D-loop,
which worked fine as well. Some archers have complained of the release hook causing excessive wear on the
D-loop, but this has not been my experience.
In the training kit, the release is disassembled so you
can learn how to assemble and set it up. This is all
explained in the video, and should be no problem even
for the most mechanically disadvantaged (such as me).
Testing can be laborious or . . . not.

How Does It Work?
For those not familiar with triggerless back tension
release aids, let me describe how they work. The concept
is simple: instead of having a trigger that is activated with
your finger or thumb, the entire release acts as a trigger.
Once at full draw, you continue to pull much like a
recurve archer pulling an arrow through the clicker. The
action of pulling causes the release to rotate in your hand
and fire. The rotation happens naturally and is not discernable if the release is set up properly. Below is a picture of the head of a Zenith release. The release head is
shown in the cocked (ready to fire) position. As the
release is rotated, the dump (the metal ledge connected

to the release hook) pivots and falls off the edge of the
cam.
The advantage of the pure back tension, triggerless
release over a triggered release is that the triggerless
release is difficult (but not impossible) to fire on command. Command shooting can lead to a host of problems, including flinching, punching, and jerking, all of
which fall under the broad banner of target panic.
Shooting with a triggerless release fosters the “surprise
release,” as it is nearly impossible to tell exactly when it
will fire. Part of the magic of the triggerless back tension
release is that the release actually promotes proper shot
execution. If you have tension in your release hand or
become static in your pulling, the release will not fire.
The purpose of the clicker cam is to give you a reference point in the shot sequence. As you are pulling, the
release produces an audible click. Most archers at this
point will be anchored and on target. A little more
pulling will execute the release. A common misconception is that the click will act as a signal to execute the
shot. This is not what I recommend. The shot should fire
1-2 seconds after the click. The 0.008 in. cam naturally
takes a little longer to execute than the 0.004 in. cam,
but I would recommend starting with the 0.008 in. version, then progress to the 0.004 in.

The head shell of the release in the “cocked” or ready position.
a r c h e r y
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Testing
Since the 3-D+ release was similar to
my previous release, I started with it.
The head of the release has a small
spring that, in theory, is supposed to
make the release easier to load. I
found the addition of the spring
made the release a little more difficult to adjust. Once I got it adjusted
the release worked perfectly. I tested
the 0.008 in. click cam and the
0.004 in. click cam and decided the
0.004 in. click was a better fit for
me. With the 0.004 in. cam, the
timing of my shots felt natural and
relaxed, while with the 0.008 in.
cam, I felt I was working a little too A selection of back tension release aids. The Zenith Comfort X-Cel is at the bottom right.
hard for the shots to execute.
from the X-Cel to one of the Comfort models for
Feeling quite satisfied with the 3-D+ release, I US$20. For US$10 one can upgrade the head of the Xthought I’d just give the X-Cel model a cursory tryout for Cel to the “Flip-It” head. The 3D+ release sells for
the purpose of writing this article. To my surprise I liked US$99 and comes with two cams of your choice. The
it even better! The release is simpler without the spring in training kit sells for US$79 and is available on-line at the
the head (for me, simple is good), and it being a three- Zenith website www.zenitharchery.com.
finger model I found it easier to have a reproducible
anchor position on my face.
Using the X-Cel and the 0.004 in. clicker cam, I
found that I needed to be a little more careful that the
release was fully cocked before I drew back my bow.
Several times I drew my bow with the edge of the dump
in the notch of the cam and achieved a very surprised
release! A criticism I have heard about triggerless back
tension releases is that archers don’t feel confident about
letting down. I let down about 10% of my shots, many
times when the release has already “clicked,” and I’ve
never had a mishap. The secret is to transfer weight back
to the index finger before you let down. After shooting
the X-Cel for about two months, including several double indoor FITAs, I’m happy to report that I’m shooting
the best scores of my life. This is probably due to more
time spent practicing than the release itself, but because
the release is so comfortable I’m able to practice and
shoot a double indoor FITA with no discomfort at all in
Steve Ross (shown with his two sons and shooting
my release hand. It has been my experience that anything
partners, Gabriel (left) and Miles (right)) lives and
you can do to make shooting more comfortable will
works near Grass Valley, California. Last year Steve
result in higher scores.
became a quite successful JOAD coach.
To make the back tension training kit “risk-free,”
Zenith will give archers a full refund if they decide after
a trial period that the release didn’t work for them. This
is a pretty amazing offer and shows the confidence they
have in their products. Zenith also offers an upgrade
a r c h e r y
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Annette M. Musta

Archery Fitness

Get Your Rest
You need to practice to improve, so you squeeze in
your archery whenever you can. You shoot daily,
working on your form. Some days you shoot hundreds of arrows. On the weekends during the season, you head off to tournaments and shoots. You
used to enjoy archery, but more and more it is
beginning to feel like work. Your score has leveled
off and your frustration is mounting. Your shoulder
is a bit sore, too. You wonder what is wrong with
you. You decide you need to practice longer and
more often.

Y

You have missed all of the signals. More practice
is not the answer. Your body and your mind are
both telling you to get some rest. Rest is just as
important to your archery as the time you spend
on the range. Without rest you risk injuries, illness, and burnout. For a serious athlete, rest may
seem to be counterproductive. In reality, scheduled rest is necessary to keep the body and mind
in optimum form.
There are two types of rest—active rest and
passive rest. Both should be part of your daily
training routine.
Active Rest
Active rest is “time off ” from shooting and training. It is the time you spend away from archery.
Everyone needs active rest periods for their physical and mental health.
Physical rest periods allow the body to
recover from intensive training. The body adapts
to physical exertion in many ways. Muscle tissue
suffers from microscopic tears under intense
training. A twenty-four hour rest period allows
the muscle to repair itself. This repair process
adds on muscle mass. The active rest period
allows the body to produce new tissue, to
a r c h e r y
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increase bone density, and to grow new blood
vessels and nerves. You may not be busy during
your twenty-four hour active rest period, but
your body is.
Additionally, a period of physical rest helps
to prevent repetitive stress injuries. The joint
most prone to this type of injury is the shoulder
of the drawing arm. If you are feeling pain in
that joint, you have already started down the
road to serious injury. Now is the time to rest
your shoulder. Whenever you feel pain, take a
minimum of forty–eight hours off from any
activity that causes pain. If the pain persists after
a period of rest, consult with a medical professional.
Active rest has many mental benefits as well.
The brain simply can not be “on” all of the time.
It needs periods away from demanding activity.
Have you ever noticed you tend to shoot better
when you are not “micro managing” your shot?
You train to program your shot into your muscle memory, freeing up your conscious thought
processes. So your brain is at rest, isn’t it?
Even though you are not “thinking” about
your shot, your brain is still doing a lot of work.
It is taking input from your senses on the wind
and weather, processing input from the muscles,
and coordinating the movements of the muscles
to release the arrow. Inevitably, the brain then
processes the information received when you
look through your scope to see where your arrow
landed. It does this hundreds of times during a
training session or competition. Add on the
pressures of doing well and the feedback from
your coach, friends, family, and most importantly yourself, and your brain will eventually go
into overload.
Active rest breaks are all about restoring

f o c u s

“Whenever you feel
pain, take a minimum
of forty eight hours off
from any activity that
causes pain.”

your body and your mind to peak
performance. Ideally, you should
have already scheduled active rest
periods into your training program right from the beginning. If
you are training daily, schedule in
two half–days and one full day of
rest every week. If you train only a few hours a day, take
one or two days off each week. The rest day should be
devoid of all structured archery training activities. This is
your play day, the day when you rejuvenate your spirit
and body. It is fine to be physically active, but make it
fun and completely unrelated to archery. This is the day
to go out for a long bicycle ride, play soccer with your
children, or go on a family hike.
Active rest needs to be scheduled into your daily
archery program as well. If you are like most competitive
archers, you shoot for hours at a time. It is important to
take at least a fifteen minute break every hour. Use this
time to stretch your arms, upper and lower back, shoulders, and legs. Spend fifteen minutes working on deep
breathing exercises. Do fifteen minutes of Yoga or Pilates.
Listen to a few songs of your favorite music. Or simply
spend fifteen minutes sitting back and enjoying the
bright sunshine on your face.
Once you have added active rest to your training,
you will find it easier to add it to your competition routine. Spend the six minutes when you are off the shooting line relaxing and rejuvenating your body and your
mind. Take your focus away from archery. Listen to
music, read a book, or just put your earphones on and
pretend you are listening to music. Take time for yourself. Learn to relax under normal shooting conditions so
you have some reserves when the conditions are less than
optimal.
You should also stretch your major muscle groups at
least once an hour during competition. This changes the
blood flow to the muscles. It also reminds your body of
its natural state away from archery, allowing you to
return to the line fresh and restored.
Finally, at the end of every training or competition
day, get completely away from your sport and training.
Read, spend time with friends, or just relax. Prepare your
body and mind for the next stage of your rest routine—
passive rest.

time when the body repairs itself,
cognitive functioning decreases, and
neural functioning declines to base,
or basal, levels.
There are two types of sleep—
non-rapid eye movement (NREM)
and rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep. NREM sleep is divided into four stages. The first
stage is the “falling to sleep” stage. In this stage, the eyes
are closed, but all vital functions are at the same levels as
they are when awake. You consciously feel as if you are
“drifting off ” to sleep. The second stage is a deeper sleep.
The functioning of the brain becomes more irregular. It
is difficult to wake up during this stage. The third stage
is reached approximately twenty minutes after sleep is
initiated. Vital functions begin to decrease, the skeletal
muscles are very relaxed, and some dreaming occurs during this stage. Stage four is called “slow wave sleep.” Vital
signs are at their lowest, as is brain function. This is the
stage of sleep where sleepwalking occurs. This stage is
necessary for the restorative powers of sleep to be effective.
Approximately ninety minutes after the sleep cycle is
started, brain activity increases. The brain reverses
through the stages of NREM. This leads to a period of
REM sleep. REM sleep is characterized by intense brain
activity. The brain also uses a large amount of oxygen
during REM sleep. The eyes actively move, but the rest
of the skeletal muscles are temporarily paralyzed. (This is
necessary so we do not physically act out our dreams.)
REM sleep is commonly thought of as the “dreaming
stage.” This is not completely true. Dreams occur during
the third and fourth stages of NREM sleep. Most nightmares occur during stages three and four of NREM sleep
as well.
It is generally recommended that the average adult
should have between 7-9 hours of sleep every night.
Children and teenagers require at least 8-10 hours of
sleep a night. Unfortunately, very few people get the
required amount of sleep. Lack of slow wave and REM
sleep leads to a decreased ability of the brain to process
information. In short, sleep is necessary for the brain to
“reboot.” Insufficient sleep will lead to neural sluggishness and physical exhaustion. These traits are hardly conducive to good archery.

Passive Rest
Put simply, passive rest is sleep. Sleep is the ultimate
restorative power for the body and the brain.
Shakespeare called sleep “nature’s soft nurse.” It is the

Getting Your Sleep
The easiest way to ensure a good night of sleep is to
establish a sleep routine. Since most archery tournaments
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from the Previous Page

bances by using earplugs or sleep masks. Finally, do not
dwell on the problems of the day. Let your mind gently
drift off. If you continue to have problems getting to
sleep or staying asleep, talk it over with your doctor. You
may suffer from sleep apnea or another sleeping disorder.

take place away from your home, your sleep routine
should not be dependent on location.
Establish your sleep routine by eating and exercising
at the same time every day. This is especially important
when leading up to a competition. If you will be traveling to a different time zone, begin to change the timing
of your sleep routine in small increments. Make sure you
get at least a whole day in the tournament time zone to
aid in the adjustment of your sleep cycle prior to the start
of the tournament. Perform the same tasks prior to heading off to bed every night. If you find you can not get to
sleep after fifteen minutes, get up and go through your
sleep routine again. Try not to resort to sleeping pills or
alcohol. These may make you feel drowsy, but they
inhibit your brain’s ability to enter slow wave and REM
sleep.
Factors that affect your ability to get to sleep include
eating too close to bedtime, intake of caffeine and alcohol, exercising too close to bedtime (allow for a minimum of three hours between vigorous exercise and your
sleep time), as well as environmental factors like having a
television on in your bedroom. Minimize outside distur-

Rest is an important element of every athlete’s life. Learn
to read the signs from your body and mind and take
them seriously. In this case, nature often does know more
than you do!
Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pennsylvania. She has been shooting for
 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last seven years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Steve Ruis

Getting
Started (Again)
Where to Start?
I like to start new students out with an ”air bow”
like a SafeDrawTM, but it is unlikely that you will
be carrying one of these around when you get a
“nibble” from a prospective archer. Ordinarily,
they will see you shooting at your range or across
your backyard and start up a conversation. If they
are intrigued, they will want to “try it.” Since
“archery muscles” are not ones we use everyday, if
you just hand them your bow, they will probably
get the idea that it requires some special kind of
training to begin, because they won’t be able to
draw it. What is needed is a lower draw weight
bow to get them started.
I am partial to the Mathews Genesis bows and
to wooden–handled recurves as starter bows.
Handing someone a six-pound compound bow
and telling them to hold it at arm’s length is sure
to start one on the road to “bad form” and we
don’t want to go there. The bows mentioned
above are light in weight and reasonably easy to
draw. Since the vast majority of Americans now
shoot compound bows, you will probably find
yourself turning down the draw weight on an
older bow of yours.
Compound Bow Essentials
If you are starting your friend on a compound
bow there are two really important adjustments—draw weight and draw length. If the
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Back to Basics

Over the years, This Magazine has published a very
large number of articles for beginning archers.
Often these were coded Recurve Tech 100 or
Compound Tech 100 articles, but 25 of the 68 articles I reviewed for this series were from other categories. While sitting around discussing future articles, it dawned on me that most beginners don’t subscribe to something like Archery Focus magazine
until they are somewhat more advanced. So, how do
archers get introduced to the sport? Often our first
introduction is at a camp or a youth program, and
just as often, that introduction doesn’t stick. A great
many of us (me included) came back to archery
because of a friend. It seems as if the vast majority
of adult archers were introduced (or reintroduced) to
our sport by what I call “archery angels.” These are
friends, relatives, or well-meaning strangers who
went out of their ways to help newbies get started in
the sport. Often as not these folks had no formal
training as coaches, but they knew how to shoot and
were willing to help us. These columns will be going
back over the basics, but with a different audience.
Instead of targeting beginning archers, we are focusing on you “archery angels” out there who get so
many new archers into the game. Please don’t consider these articles a substitute for coach training; we
think of them as a supplement to that training,
which we recommend to you highly if you find yourself introducing more than a few folks to our wonderful game.

Continued From the Previuos Page

memorable part of their experience will be frustration.
Let them be their own guide as to whether they have
done enough.

draw weight is too low or too high, form will suffer. If
the draw length is too short or too long, form will suffer.
And results will follow from form. If you can’t make the
necessary adjustments, consider bow modifications (different sized wheels, etc.). If they are a really good friend,
consider borrowing an older bow from a friend who is
about the same draw length. (If your buddy you are borrowing from is about the same height, you should be able
to get a reasonably close draw length match . . . well, if
your buddy weren’t sold his first bow with three and a
half inches too much draw, as happens far too often.)

The Missing First Lesson—Safety
If you are working with an excited newcomer, the last
thing you would want to do is bore them with a long diatribe about archery safety. Check that—that is the next
to the last thing you would want to do. The very last
thing you would want to do is to leave out any discussion
of archery safety. So, where is the happy medium?
In order not to dampen your new archery friend’s
enthusiasm, try to keep it simple. I give them two rules.
1) Only put an arrow on your bow when you are on the
shooting line, and 2) Do not step to the shooting line if
anyone is down range. I then “safe proof ” them by teaching them to let down their bow. (I got this idea from
Frank Pearson, but I imagine a lot of other coaches have
used this also.) Once they have experienced a let down of
their bow, I tell them, “If anything is not right, let
down.”
If they get past their first archery experience and they
are still enthusiastic, supply them with a copy of your
range rules or any of the generic range rule lists that are
available wide and far.

Recurve Bow Essentials
Like the compound bow, the important factors with
recurve bows and longbows are draw weight and draw
length, draw weight being the more important. Your
newbie needs to be able to reach full draw comfortably.
But if your friend is very tall and you are not, you don’t
want him to overdraw and damage your bow.
The next essential is an armguard! I have spoken to
hundreds of novices about archery and the majority of
them say first, “Oh, I did archery in camp (school, etc.),”
followed by “I really hurt my arm.” In other words, the
slap of a bowstring on the inside of your arm is very
memorable (and painful). Don’t set up a newcomer for
failure by not protecting them from one of the biggest
turnoffs in archery.

Next Issue—Buying In

Letting Them Try
Once I’ve got them a bow, some arrows, a finger tab, and
an armguard, I believe in just letting them try shooting
arrows with a minimum of instruction—always at a target that is close up. I don’t worry about eye dominance
or anything else until they indicate they would like to
learn more. The nice thing about starting close up (under
10 yards/meters) is, if they perform reasonably well, you
can graduate them to a slightly longer distance, which
feels like progress to everyone and is positive feedback for
the thought of, “I think I can do this!”

Hey, What if I
Am the Newbie?
We suggest that you find a certified coach.
Failing that, you need to find an “archery angel,”
someone with the experience, patience and communication skills to work with you. You might
recommend these articles to your “angel.”
Also, the highlighted articles from our
archives (see the sidebar opposite) contain much of
the instructional material you might need. These
are not offered as a substitute for a coach, merely as a supplement.
Contact the National Archery Association
(www.usarchery.org) and the National Field
Archery Association (www.nfaaarchery.org) for
lists of certified coaches.

The Most Important Ingredient
Many people would say that the most important ingredient in that first archery experience is fun! I am not sure
that is the right word. You could substitute satisfaction or
relaxation or even exhilaration, but there should be some
positive emotion stemming from the experience.
Consequently, pushing your friends until they have
overexerted, or encouraging them to try a bow with too
much draw weight, or not supplying enough guidance so
that they believe they can hit the target, or any other
form of overdoing it is to be avoided. Otherwise the most
a r c h e r y
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Articles from the Archives
The articles listed below provide further information on the topics addressed in this article. All
of the articles in the previous issues of Archery
Focus magazine are available to subscribers to the
OnLine Edition (in addition to the six new
issues you get as they come out), or you may be
able to look some of these up if you, or a member of your club, kept your back issues.
What is Traditional Archery?,
T. J. Conrads, 1-2
How to Determine Your Draw Length,
Sonny Fiala, 1-2
Start Your Kids in a Lifelong Sport
They’ll Never Outgrow,
Art Hall, 1-3
Four Steps to Stop Hitting Your Arm,
Denise Parker, 2-4
How to Determine Which Eye is Dominant,
Jennifer Furrow-Fonua, 3-1
Calculating Your Draw Weight
and Draw Length,
Jennifer Furrow-Fonua, 3-2
Armguards,
Jennifer Furrow-Fonua, 4-1
Archery Safety,
Jennifer Furrow-Fonua, 4-6
Common Problems of New & Young Shooters,
Alan Rudolph, 5-2
Mathews Genesis Bow,
Steve Ruis, 5-6
Key—articles are listed by title, then author, then
issue (for example Issue 5-6 means Volume 5,
Number 6.)

➷
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Alison Rhodius

Mental Skills

Making
SMART Goals SMART-ER
—The Value of Reflections
If you can, cast your mind back to an article I
wrote, Goal Setting and Goal Getting (Vol. 7,
No. 3), which was about the art of goal setting,
in terms of working out what you want to
achieve using the SMART principle. The next
step is the most important in actually getting
the goals–asking yourself how you achieve them.
To further this topic this article addresses how
you can use goal setting skills to be even
SMART-ER and introduces the idea of reflective cycles.

I

I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again, Goal
Setting and Goal Getting are the most important mental training techniques to master,
mainly because of the impact they can have
on self-confidence. Become a master of
achieving your goals and “Bob’s your Uncle”
(a very British term meaning “And there you
go,” or in this case “You’re onto a winner!”).
You will be achieving things you set out to do
each and every day. The
principle is based on
how you feel after you
do well in something
you have attempted to
do. When you set out to
achieve something, you feel good when you
do it well, right? We know, in sport psychol-

ogy, that accomplishing something you have
set out to do boosts your confidence. This
can be both in tournaments and in training.
You know that when training goes well, your
confidence for the upcoming tournament is
higher than if you haven’t been shooting so
well in training, and you know that you tend
to shoot your best when your confidence is
high. So, why not make self-confidence
increase by focusing on things you can control, not outcomes of tournaments, but
SMART goals that you have set out to
achieve?

T

To re-cap on the basics of goal setting:
“SMART goals” is an acronym for Specific,
Measurable, Adjustable and Action-Based,
Realistic, Time-Based goals.
To take your goal setting skills to another level, let’s make them SMART-ER!
The “E” in SMART -ER stands for evaluating your goals. This
is important because,
without this evaluation,
how would you know if
you had ever truly
achieved your goal?
Sometimes evaluation will be easy, but often
it’s not if your goal is based on a “feel” or a

“Become a master of
achieving your goals and
“Bob’s your Uncle.”
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Mastering
personal rating (which can still be classed as a SMART goal). To
help the process of evaluation, using reflective cycles can assist in
this process.
The “R” in SMART-ER is for reflecting and is a very important
component in goal setting. Elite archers from several different
countries are now using this method each and every day to help
evaluate and reflect on their training and performances. Models of
reflection have been explored for sports coaches (Knowles et al.,

the Mental Game with
Mental Management
Book $12.95
or

“Reflecting on one’s daily
training and tournament
experiences helps to
‘close the loop’ after
the setting of goals.”

Book On
Tape $24.95

2001) and sport psychologists (Anderson et al., in press) as frameworks for their personal and professional development. To become
accredited in Great Britain as a sport psychologist it is even
required to show evidence of using reflective practice for your own
development as consultants (Anderson et al., in press). These ideas
have also been used extensively by myself with elite archers from
various countries, based on the work of Zoe Knowles with the
archers in Great Britain.
Reflecting on one’s daily training and tournament experiences
helps to ‘close the loop’ after the setting of goals. Reflections can
also take place during training and competitive events, although
not in such a formalised fashion. Reflecting on your shooting
allows you to ask questions about yourself and your shooting.
Sometimes the answers may make you feel uncomfortable, but they
can help increase your self-awareness, increase knowledge of yourself and, if you are committed to improving your archery, then
using reflective practice should help you learn from all your experiences (Anderson et al., in press). Reflecting is about learning
more and more about yourself each day to aid in your development
as an archer. It can also be used to aid in your development in other
areas of your life.
Reflecting on your experiences can be formalised or spontaneous, and you can be flexible about how you use this technique
(Anderson et al., in press). However, one model (see figure top of
next page) helps you to work out the necessary steps to being able
to reflect well. This model (adapted from Gibbs, 1988) takes you
through the initial elements of going over what happened in training or the tournament, helps you ask questions of yourself and then
helps you formulate an action plan for next time, i.e., your next
goals.

"Lanny does an outstanding job
of boiling down all the mental training
mumbo jumbo to a form anyone can
understand and benefit from. His book is
easy to read and understand and I
recommend it at all my seminars.“
—Jay Bars
Olympic Gold Medalist - Archery

8 Audio
Cassettes
$100.00
or
6 CDs
$125.00

Lanny Bassham
Olympic Gold Medalist
World Champion.
Over 20 years
experience teaching
mental performance
to elite shooters.

1-800-879-5079
www.lannybassham.com

Continued on the Next Page
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In this article I have tried to illustrate
a process that can help you to become
an even better archer. Once you have
mastered setting SMART-ER goals to
GET the goals, you will feel a sense of
achievement every day and your selfconfidence will grow with every

1 Description
What happened
today?
Keep to the facts.

6 Action plan
If it arose again,
what would you do?
What are your goals
for the next time?

2 Feelings
What were you
thinking and feeling?

5 Conclusion
What else could you
have done?
Would you change
anything?

3 Evaluation
What was good
about today?
What could have
been better?

“If you are committed to improving
your archery, then
using reflective practice should help you
learn from all your
experiences.”

achievement, no matter how small.
Being able to set goals that work for
you takes time because it is a skill.
You have to learn how to be flexible
4 Analysis
with your goal setting. If an archer
What sense can
tells me that they haven’t achieved
you make of the
anything in a long time, my answer is
situation?
almost always that they need to redefine their goals. By doing this they
(adapted from Gibbs, 1988)
will start to achieve again.
The key is to think differently
Once you have tried going through this process a
few times, you’ll be able to do it without having to about what “achieving” can mean, focus on the right
refer to the model. But to help you start using this goals; the “right” goals are often focused on the promodel, put a copy of it in the front of your journal cess of shooting that you have control over and not
and refer to it when you need to. Adapt a system that on outcomes. This is how goal setting can help to
works for you. All the archers I’ve used it with find a increase self-confidence and, thus, your level of
slightly different way of presenting it that works for shooting.
You don’t need to be an elite archer in order for
them.
When you reflect on your day (in a journal for reflecting on your experiences to help; all you need is
example), you will be limited to your own knowledge a desire to get better.
of your experiences (Anderson et al., in press), so it
may be useful to sometimes have your coach (or References
someone else you like to talk to) help in this process Anderson, A.G., Knowles, Z. & Gilbourne, D. (in
and give another perspective (Knowles et al., 2001). press). Reflective practice for applied sport psycholoReflecting also helps to increase your accountability, gists: A review of concepts, models, practical implicato yourself and to others around you, e.g., your tions and thoughts on dissemination. The Sport
coach. So, not only can it help improve self-knowl- Psychologist.
edge, self-awareness, and personal growth, and aid in
your development as an archer, it helps you take Gibbs, G. (1988). Learning by doing: A guide to
teaching and learning methods. Oxford Brookes
responsibility for your own actions.
University, Oxford: Further Education Unit.
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Knowles, Z., Gilbourne, D., Borrie, A. & Nevill, A.
(2001). Developing the reflective sports coach: A
study exploring the processes of reflection within a
higher education coaching programme. Reflective
Practice, 2, 185-207
The articles I write in this magazine are intended to
inform the worldwide archery community and demystify sport psychology and mental training for archers and
coaches at all levels of achievement. I would be interested in your feedback. I can be contacted at:
sportpsych@archeryfocus.com.

Dr. Alison Rhodius is a Sport
Psychology Consultant specialising in archery. Having been
educated in Great Britain in
Psychology, Sport Science and
Sport Psychology, she is now
based in San Francisco. She
worked with the British Senior,
British Junior and Scottish
archery squads for several years
and still keeps close contact with
members of the Great Britain team. She is on the FITA approved
expert list for Sport Psychology. Now based in the U.S., she works
with members of the US archery team. Her focus is on performance enhancement through development of various mental skills
and “constructive” thinking and behaving to enable archers to feel
more in control of the way that they think, feel and perform.
Alison is also a core faculty member in the Sport Psychology
Department at JFK University in Orinda, California, a consultant for BodyMax Acceleration in Dublin, CA and has her own
private practice based in San Francisco. She can be contacted at
SportPsych@archeryfocus.com.

Steve Ross
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New Products!

Special Feature

Currently Being Tested at AFm Labs
A short while ago I had the privilege of being invited to the AFm Lab complex to help test a new batch
of gear. AFm Labs is in the enviable position of
being a test facility for several bow and accessory
manufacturers. Products are brought here to be tested by the lab staff, and if the product gets the
“thumbs up” from the lab it is awarded the “AFm
Labs Seal of Approval.” Only the equipment that
meets their exacting standards, and will withstand
all the use and abuse you can throw at it, will
receive the coveted seal.
The current lab staff will go unnamed because,
like restaurant critics, if they are recognized when
they are picking out equipment to test, they will
receive special treatment, and they want to be treated exactly like you are. Together, I worked with the
staff to put some of this year’s most innovative gear
through its paces. Unfortunately, none of the tested
gear won the seal of approval, but some of it deserves
an honorable mention. Because this equipment is
still in the development phase, I’m sorry to say, no
pictures are available.
Here is just a taste of what we can share with
you of the products coming from the fertile minds of
today’s archery inventors.

and the stabilizer is the standard length of 33˝.
But while at full draw, the archer can press a
switch on the front of the riser that activates a
radio controlled motor extending the stabilizer
out to a whooping 60˝ or more. Pressing another switch reduces the length. Using these switches the archer can tailor the length of the stabilizer to whatever they choose while at full draw! In
talking with the inventor, he said he has observed
over the years just how long some freestyle shooters stand at full draw. He claims, “Now freestyle
shooters need not feel like idiots standing there
while nothing is happening. They can adjust the
Extendilizer and it will be obvious to all that the
archer is occupied getting that perfect balance.”
In testing this product, it became obvious to me
that an excellent application would be getting
comfortable for up– and downhill shots, but it is
probably most valuable for those short
three–yard and under shots at novelty tournaments. The Exendilizer could be extended so as
to actually touch the target and give the archer
the ultimate in steadiness. I’ll be field testing the
Extendilizer during the upcoming outdoor season and I’ll report my findings.

ExtendilizerTM A New Concept in Freestyle
Stabilizers The Extendilizer is an adjustable
length stabilizer to help you “find that perfect
balance” with every shot. Draw your bow back

Limb-SaviorTM - Vibration Reduction in a Can
Want to get the latest in vibration reduction
technology? Limb-SaviorTM is a spray-on material that will dramatically reduce bow vibration,
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the manufacturer claims. It can be applied to limbs, risers, even body parts! To test this, the AFm Labs Chief
Engineer applied a generous portion to his bow hand and
had dramatic results. He reports that apparent bow
vibration was reduced by nearly 50%! “Never have I felt
such smooth shots,” he reported. A drawback was that,
due to tar-like coating on his hand, he was refused service at a local restaurant the next day. “They thought I
had an infectious skin disease and asked me to leave. I
tried to remove the material with soap and water, but it
wouldn’t come off. I had to finally give my hand an acetone bath.” True testament to the adhesion power and
vibration reduction of “Limb-Savior,” although AFm
Labs recommends that the use of this product be confined to bow and bow parts only. Still under development, Patent Pending.

Robo-Puller II down to the butts to score and remove our
arrows. It had no problem locating, scoring, and pulling
our shafts. It sensed our aluminum shafts in the straw
bales and pulled them easily with its built-in robotic arm.
If you are using carbon shafts it’s necessary to affix a
small foil strip to the end of your shafts so Robo-Puller II
can find them. After pulling the shafts Robo-Puller II
started to make it’s way back to the shooting line, but
unfortunately it traveled straight out the back door and
headed to Managing Editor Claudia Stevenson’s car that
was parked just outside. We searched frantically for the
off button on the Robo-Puller II remote control unit, but
before we could shut it down Robo-Puller II extracted all
four door handles from her Toyota RAV4. Finally, we
found the emergency kill switch on the backside of RoboPuller II. I’m afraid Robo-Puller still has a few bugs to be
worked out. Not expected to be in stores soon.

Inflate-a-ShaftTM Ever wanted the line cutting power of
a 29XX arrow, but the tuneability of a 22XX size shaft?
The Inflate-a-Shaft may be just for you. Upon impact
with the target a small internal canister of CO2 gas
inflates the front 8 inches of the shaft, giving you extra
line cutting power. When the shaft is pulled from the target the shaft deflates to its original size, restoring the
CO2 to its internal container, and none is the wiser.
While this shaft clearly isn’t FITA legal, it certainly can
be recommended for winter indoor leagues where the
objective is to win a buck from your shooting partner. A
wise archer once said that you can’t buy higher scores,
but Inflate-a-Shaft shows that you can at least buy a higher X count. Available in stores soon.

Steve Ross is a field and target archer living in Northern
California, who is rapidly becoming the resident wag at Archery
Focus magazine.

Robo-Puller II (RPII) A Wheeled Robotic Arrow Puller
Robo-Puller II is a robotic arrow puller that, as the manufacturer states, “Will revolutionize archery, giving over
the tedious job of scoring and removing arrows to a
machine.” Robo-Puller II stands about three feet tall and
looks very much like a robot from a Star Wars movie.
When given a command from the remote control unit,
Robo-Puller II will roll down to the target butt, score your
arrows using its built–in laser scanner, then pull your
shafts using a mechanical arm.
Last year, AFm Labs tested Robo-Puller I and,
frankly, they were not impressed. Although the concept
looked promising, the unit itself just didn’t have the
extraction power necessary to pull carbon arrows from an
Ethafoam target round. This new and improved model
looks like it has that problem solved—75 pounds of leadacid batteries and a 15hp electric motor gives this unit
plenty of power. After our first shooting end we sent
a r c h e r y
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Tim Scronce

Special Feature

Developing
Your Edge
Participating in and watching tournaments in the
past few years I have seen a lot of archers stress out on
the range. One mistake gets piled on top of another,
eventually snowballing into an avalanche of target
panic. Then there’s one archer who stands out differently. The one everybody is talking about. You know
the one. Can’t miss. Can’t do wrong. Perfect form and
shot execution. The one with “the edge.” That got me
thinking. What is “the edge?” What has that archer
got that everyone else is looking for? I decided to seek
out the facts and get the scoop on how to develop my
own edge.

O

One evening while shooting in a local league here
in North Carolina, I asked one of the other
archers, who regularly shoots scores of 448-449
out of 450, what his secret was. He looked at me
and very promptly stated, “Shooting Xs.” My first
thought was how arrogant that sounded. He went
on to explain that thinking about anything less
would be foolish, not to mention counter-productive.
Very quickly, a group discussion ensued. Not
only did I interrupt the league but I also got varying perspectives on “the edge.” One guy explained
to me how archery is a “present sport.” His explanation included theories on being “in the present”
forgetting about past shots and mistakes and not
worrying about the next. Shot arrows are gone.
History. You cannot get them back, nor can you
worry about the next shot before you are at the
point of shooting it. Deep. A philosophy lesson in

archery.
Everyone agreed on maintaining focus. Do
not let your mind drift from your objective. You
cannot be caught up in a mistake or someone else’s
mishap. Apparently maintaining your focus helps
relax your body and align physical and mental
abilities. Interesting. Learning to handle mistakes
requires great amounts of mental stamina. Most
people cannot get over a mistake easily, especially
when it was made in front of other people, thus
applying tremendous amounts of pressure on
themselves. Zen? Someone mentioned concentrating on the positive. His secret was pulling his best
scoring arrow last, thus keeping that positive
image in his mind all the way back to the line.

A
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Another night I watched as a shooter who was trying out a new back tension release aid, and was in
the lead for the league, shot an arrow into a light
fixture on the ceiling. He was very clearly upset at
himself and definitely out of position for a first
place win. He calmly drew his next arrow and shot
a 10. And another. And yet another. I asked him
about his “moment of fame” afterward and he just
grinned and stated, “Accidents happen.”
He explained there was nothing he could do
about his mistake and he could not shoot the
arrow over. Why worry about it? One bad shot did
not mean he could not shoot another 10.
I believe I am starting to get this. Let’s see—
relax, focus, stay positive, and keep my mind in
the present. Sounds simple enough. Then came

f o c u s

with my questions and did not just brush me off. You
taught me a lot.
Believe in yourself, shoot your shot, and enjoy the
moment.

the all-important factor that they all agreed on—practice.
“How often?” I asked. “All the time,” came the reply. If not
actually shooting, think about your form, the round you
have to shoot, using positive imagery. It’s beginning to all
make sense.

“And I thought all this
time there was some secret
magic involved, some kind
of archery fairy
godmother at work.”

Tim Scronce and his wife
Sandi are both NAA Level 3
Coaches. Tim has been
involved in archery since
around the age of seven. He
shoots compound, recurve,
and occasionally longbow.
He competes regularly, when
time permits. Sandi and
Tim teach and certify Level
1 and Level 2 instructors,
work with Girl and Boy Scouts thru archery, coach in a JOAD program, and have a range at home to teach privately. In the past three
years, they have used archery to raise money for the American
Cancer Society, the Union County Lions Club and the Sun Valley
Community Fair supporting five schools in the area. Tim does commercial heating and air conditioning. They have two children
(Crystal and TJ) who both shoot recurve and compete as well. They
are proud to add that Crystal spent two years working on getting an
archery club going in her high school which became a reality in
February 2002. She now attends North Carolina State where she
plans to help re-instate the college’s archery team.

It seems that the only edge these guys have is the fact
that they are confident and comfortable with their abilities. And here I thought all this time there was some secret
magic involved, some kind of archery fairy godmother at
work.
As a coach, I like to think that I give good advice and
help archers reach their potentials. I have found that, as a
college professor once told me, a smart person does not
know everything, but knows where to find the right
answers. I went to the source and came away with a better
understanding of “the edge.” A two-hour conversation has
given me a lifetime of information. Fifteen archers have
forever changed the way I look at tournament archery, and
in the process made me a better archer and coach. I would
like to thank the archers of Barefoot Archery who put up
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BOW &
ARROW
Book Review

by Larry Wise

Larry Wise may well be the most well-known
name in modern archery literature. He has written many technical and instructional manuals
that have helped myriads of archers. While many
of Larry Wise’s books are technical in nature,
and aimed at the experienced archer, Bow and
Arrow is written for the beginner. It provides a
comprehensive, yet elementary perspective on
equipment, techniques, and the related elements
of toxophily. Typical of his writings, though,
Bow and Arrow begins with a detailed discussion of equipment as well as a short history of
archery.
Longbows and recurve bows, though related
in appearance and operation, are quite different
in structure and performance. Larry compares
their performance through the use of force draw
graphics. He continues by explaining the
mechanical advantage of the compound bow.
The impact of various eccentric designs are also
covered, but, unfortunately, the single cam bow
is not included.
If you ever wondered about “archer’s paradox,” you will fully understand it after reading
Larry’s section on arrows. Why do arrows flex,
and why is it important that they do so? What is
the influence of the weighted point on arrow
performance? What difference do these things
make in the selection of arrows for your bow? All
of these questions which new archers should
understand are fully covered here. All the details
on arrow shaft materials and arrow building are
also discussed in detail.
a r c h e r y
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You will find a short discussion and description of all bow accessories as well. Targets, tabs,
arrow rests, and sights, as well as other things, are
covered in basic terms as an aid to the new archer
who is interested in buying new accessories. He
also includes a section on archery safety. I consider this to be an important, but too often overlooked, aspect of our fine sport. Although most
are familiar with the hazards of a missile
launched in the direction of some downrange
target, there are other significant dangers
involved in shooting a bow and Larry highlights
many of them.
Looking for some basic shooting instruction? You will find it here. Shooting form and
technique are both covered for release and finger
shooters. Elementary bow tuning is a basic
essential for any serious archer. Bow and Arrow
will enlighten even the most novice shooter with
much needed information.
Having covered the shooting basics, the
author moves on to explain the recreational
aspects of archery. There are a variety of activities
available for the shooter to explore: target
archery, field archery, and unmarked archery.
Larry did not discuss indoor archery as a separate
activity, but covered the topic under the section
on target archery. I think he did this because of
NAA involvement in this arena; however, the
NFAA is also deeply involved in indoor archery.
In fact, indoor archery is probably more widely
available than any other type of archery for con-
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Continued on Page 36

Professional Archery
Technique
by Kirk Ethridge
part of the shooting form.” Accordingly, he
devotes some detail to this aspect of the shot.
Practicing the followthrough will yield results
such as actively seeing the arrow hit the target
through your scope. “When this occurs, you have
achieved the perfect followthrough.”
The chapter on tuning is done well. There are
several techniques explained here which will benefit archers striving thus to pick up a few points
in their scores. The author’s note on weight variation between vanes of different color is unique. I
have not seen that written anywhere else before,
but have discovered the validity of this point
myself. Chapter 6 is also an excellent piece of
work. Mr. Ethridge covers troubleshooting – how
to break out of a slump and correct specific form
or mental shooting problems when they arise.
Having covered the traditional subjects common
to archery instruction manuals, the author moves
on to more controversial material in chapter 8.
In Debunking Range Estimation, Mr.
Ethridge covers range finding techniques. He
describes, in detail, how to “frame” a target for
range finding purposes. Although commonly
known as a technique used in FITA field events,
he also attributes this technique to 3-D archers
and describes how to frame FITA and animal targets. Since these techniques were banned when
this book was first published, this created quite a
stir!
The final two chapters are devoted to the
mental aspects of archery. “Defeating Target
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Book Review

Kirk Ethridge is a world class professional archer
with innumerable major tournament victories on
his resume. His book is presented as an informative and controversial piece – an expose if you
please. First published in 1995, a Second Edition
came in 1996. This book was very popular and
remains so today.
Typical of most books on archery technique,
Professional Archery Technique begins with a
discussion of equipment, a little history as well as
description. This somewhat elementary presentation is counter-poised by a much more detailed
description of hand position as the author moves
on to his chapter on form. Again, there is no
major departure from archery doctrine in the
author’s visualization of proper form. In fact, the
first departure from standard concepts occurs in
the section on releases. He refers to “turning the
handle” with regard to using what is currently
referred to as back tension releases. Mr. Ethridge
actually advocates rotating the “Stan” type release
as opposed to using the back tension method in
vogue today. In a similar vein, in the section on
aiming, the author refers to focusing on his scope
rather than on the target. I believe current doctrine tends toward focusing on the target. These
differences simply validate that “different strokes
for different folks” remains alive and well in
archery technique.
Mr. Ethridge also emphasizes the followthrough as a critical form feature. “The perfect followthrough will save more points and
allow you to score more good hits than any other

John Vetterli

Coaching Archery

The Philosophy of
Modern Target Archery
Just what does modern target archery have to do
with philosophy? Is it important to study this? What
will I gain from pondering these questions?
First, let me introduce myself. My name is John
Vetterli. I have been a competitive Olympic style
recurve archer since 2001. My accomplishments in
archery tournaments are not important. What is
important are my 20 years of study in traditional
Japanese martial arts, including the most difficult
art, Iaido, the Art of the Japanese Sword. After my
promotion to Shodan (black belt) in that discipline,
I began to finally understand why I practice these
obsolete and ancient arts. It only took 16 years of
dedicated practice to begin to see the “big picture.”
So lets get at it. If there is a philosophy to modern
target archery, what is it, and why is it important?

T

The next time you are in a book store, check out
the martial arts section and note how many
books, both ancient and modern, have been written on the philosophy or “hidden secrets” of the
martial arts. There are literally hundreds of them.
So, it would seem that there is more to Kung Fu
or Karate than punching and kicking. There is
something much deeper. Something mysterious
and, to most Western Cultures, something very
abstract and confusing.
Here is the philosophy of modern archery as
I see it—an archer’s ultimate goal is to honestly
express himself/herself through the art of archery.
Okay, Grasshopper, just what the heck does
that mean? Well, it is as simple as the statement
says, but is also the most difficult thing you will
ever master. The goal of the archer is to let every
shot reflect his or her true person. It is very easy
to be cocky or flashy when you shoot. Just think
of those archers you have seen that strut or swagger to the shooting line, assert themselves into
your shooting space, and then, upon releasing the
arrow, follow through in an exaggerated and
grandiose manner. They are often engaged in a

lot of negative self-talk that is actually directed at
their competitor (an advanced form of psychological attack) and temper tantrums.

“An archer’s ultimate
goal is to honestly
express himself/herself
through the art of
archery.”
Now think of the archers you have seen who
are always calm, cool, and positive. Their archery
form is strong and solid; they direct all their focus
to the arrow on the string and their followthroughs are precise. They smile and are
polite. They have a mastery of both victory and
defeat. There are no temper tantrums after the
not-so-good shot or losing first place to a “lesser”
competitor.
So, ask yourself which person would you
want to reflect? Remember, someone is always
watching. New archers are always looking for
someone to emulate. Should you not want to
project to others that you are a strong competitor,
gracious winner, and honest person?

I
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In traditional Japanese Martial Arts there is a formal approach to this. It is called the
Sempai/Cohai relationship. A Sempai is a senior
student and a Cohai is a junior student. It is the
responsibility of the Sempai to teach the Cohai
these principles. Combative arts without philosophical grounding breeds braggarts and bullies.
Competitive archery without philosophical
grounding leads to exactly the same thing.
In the world of Japanese swordsmanship, it is
said “the blade of the katana is the soul of the
Samurai that wields it.” That doesn’t mean that
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everyone, and I
guarantee
that
there are people
who will not agree
with anything I
have written here.
But my belief is
mine and mine
alone and it allows
me to expand
myself, beyond just
shooting arrows for
score or medals. It allows me to grow as a human being
and improve myself through something I love to do. It
keeps archery fresh every day. It gives multidimensional
purpose to training. This is not an easy path, but the
potential rewards are great.

they believe the
soul of the man literally lives in the
sword. It means
that when a man
has to draw his
sword in confrontation, the use of the
weapon is always
justified and violence is the last
resort. So, following this logic, the arrow is the soul of the archer. It
reflects the morality and values of the person releasing it
toward the target. Many times all you have to do is watch
someone shoot for a while and you can begin to see the
personality or values of the shooter. There are arrogant
shots, humble shots, angry shots, indecisive shots, confident shots, etc.

B

V

Victory without honor and respect is empty. Defeat with
honor and respect is not defeat. It is the foundation of
true champions.

Believe it or not, archery practice and competition will
bring out all of your worst traits. The philosophical
conundrum is how to overcome these issues and express
yourself as honestly as possible without all the excess baggage of life. That is the ultimate reward of hard physical,
mental, and philosophical training. When you begin this
journey you are on a path to ultimate self-discovery,
through something you enjoy doing. The ultimate goal
of a martial artist is to become a complete martial artist.
To successfully bring together physical, mental, and spiritual disciplines at the moment of impact of the strike. It
is exactly the same in archery. The goal is to bring all
these things together the moment the arrow impacts the
target.
I hope you are asking yourself if all this mumbo
jumbo has any value. (Here’s a hint) If you are, then it
does.
Take some time and ask yourself, what is your philosophy of modern target archery. The true beauty of this
question is that there is no right or wrong answer, if it
comes from inside you. My philosophy may not be for

John Vetterli lives in Salt Lake City,
Utah where he is a professional
Firefighter. He is married and has a
daughter. His martial arts history
began in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in
the karate form of Wado Ryu (the way
of peace or harmony). Osaka Sensei
instilled in him the desire to always
know why we do things not how. He
began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido
(the art of the Japanese sword) in
1998. The study of morals, ethics, philosophy, and Japanese culture were as important as learning to wield the sword. He currently holds the rank of black belt in Eishin Ryu from the All
Japan Kendo/Iaido Federation. He came into competitive archery
in 2001 and has been competing nationally since 2002. He currently holds a NAA level 2 instructor certification and is actively
pursuing his Level 3 certification.
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Compound Tech 200

Steve Ruis

Perfect Sight Tapes
for Your Target Bow
If you have read This Magazine very long at all you
have heard many voices claim that Archer’s
Advantage, Perry Ratcliff ’s near miraculous computer program, will produce perfect-to-near-perfect
sight tapes. But we have been remiss; we have not
told you how to affix those tapes to your sight bar so
that they are easily read, permanent, and waterproof. Well, we are going to fix this right now! And
you will not have to worry about your sight
tapes failing you, as one failed a very prominent archer (who will remain nameless) in
the middle of the Redding money shoot. It
had been raining (as it is wont to do in
Northern California in May) and things got
a little wet. The distance from one target to
the next changed a great deal and required a
major sight adjustment, and when the
nameless, very prominent archer slid his
aperture, the index needle took his slightly
soggy sight tape right off!
This won’t happen to you if you follow
the instructions below.

The first step is to highlight the even yardages in
one color and the odd in the other. You can do
this in several ways—just the numbers (as I did),
bands of marks, or not at all. I found that doing
this helped with that odd occurrence of mis-setting my sight. It doesn’t happen any more
because of the color coding. (See Figure 2.)

What you need to get started is—a short
metal or metal-edged ruler, a sharp razor
knife, two contrasting color highlighters, a
glass plate, two kinds of tape—double stick
tape and a clear sealing tape (Here I use
Scotch “Double Stick Tape” and “Crystal
Clear Tape.”), and your Archer’s Advantage
printout (see Figure 1). If you don’t have a
glass plate, I have used the bottom of Pyrex
baking dishes as a substitute. (Be sure to get
permission from it’s owner!)
a r c h e r y
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Figure 1

Figure 4
Figure 2

Now trim away the excess tape with the razor knife, leaving a small amount of just tape around the actual sight
tape (see Figure 5). This makes sure the final tape is water
proof.

Then I cut out the sight strip out of the page, making
sure it is thin enough to fit on the sight bar without
interference from the aperture slider. Different sights
have different width areas for the sight strip, so be careful. I cut it out using the razor knife on an old newspaper to avoid scarring the work surface. You could use scissors also (see Figure 3).
Figure 3

Figure 5

Peel away the excess tape and discard it (see Figure 6).
Next, take a length of double stick tape, longer than your
sight tape, and lay it gently on the glass plate (see Figure
4). Place the sight tape, face up, in the middle of this
piece, then cover it with a piece of the clear sealing tape,
again a piece longer than your sight tape. Press firmly all
over this “sandwich.”
Continued on the Next Page
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Figure 8

Figure 6
firmly on the tape to expel bubbles and ensure a good
seal.

We are now ready for the sight. Consult the Archer’s
Advantage printout of yardages versus decimal values
(from the fixed scale on the sight, see Figure 7) and
find a yardage that corresponds to some fixture on the
sight. I commonly use the top or bottom of the extension bar. Slide the aperture down out of the way. Use
the edge of the razor knife to gently peel your “sight
tape sandwich” off of the glass plate. Line the yardage
on the tape up to the marker (e.g. top of the extension
bar) you selected, and lay the sight tape down on the
sight bar (see Figure 8). Make sure the tape goes on
parallel to the edge of the sight bar, but avoid stretching the tape as it will distort somewhat if you pull on
it too much to straighten it to the sight bar. Press

Before you slide the aperture holder up, make sure the
index pin is far enough above the tape so that it will not
damage your new tape as you move it. To make everything “perfect,” set your sight to some even yardage (40,
50, 60, etc) using the decimal value from the back of the
sight, then adjust the index over your sight tape to read
exactly that yardage (see Figure 9).
Figure 9

Figure 7
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I have never had one of these
tapes “creep” or soften in hot
weather, nor have I had one get
wet or become unreadable in
the wet. If your “perfect tapes”
somehow become imperfect
when you paste them on your
sight, you may want to try this
method.
Archer’s Advantage is available
at www.archersadvantage.com
and from better pro shops.

Steve Ruis is a field and target
archer who, in his copious spare
time, edits This Magazine.
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Bow and Arrow

Professional Archery Technque

Continued from Page 28

Continued from Page 29

temporary archers. If I had been the author, I would have
given this topic much greater consideration.
In this section, he not only discusses the numerous
aspects of each discipline, but also the national organization with oversight and discipline-specific tips for the
new archer. To close his book, Larry includes three
Appendices which cover the Constitution/By-Laws of
the national organizations responsible for the three major
disciplines of archery—the National Archery Association
(NAA), National Field Archery Association (NFAA), and
the International Bowhunters Organization (IBO).
This book is an excellent and comprehensive textbook for the new or prospective archer. It provides, in
sufficient depth, the knowledge to become a self-supporting shooter as well as the background to enable one
to formulate knowledgeable questions about their bow
and arrow. Bow and Arrow is not designed to support the
intermediate or advanced archer. These shooters will
benefit more from Larry’s other books on tuning and
shooting.
Bow and Arrow was published in 1992 by Stackpole
Books. It is available from many sources, including many
neighborhood bookstores. I got my copy from
Amazon.com at US$11.87 plus postage.

Panic” is an excellent chapter on overcoming this persistent demon. The “full cure” remains today a very viable
method to overcome full-blown target panic. In “The
Mental Game,” the author discusses tournament preparation and how to shoot your best under tournament
pressure.
This book ends with two Appendices: A – Training
for Elevated Shots with the “Cutshot” Table, and B –
Drug Use in Archery. Appendix A explains the elevated
and depressed shot as well as how to calculate the sight
adjustments necessary for varying ranges and degrees of
elevation/depression. A “Cutshot” Table is enclosed
which shows the sight adjustment for these shots. In
Appendix B, the author discusses drugs and their impact
on archers – the physical and mental impact as well as
FITA implications.
There is a lot of valuable information to be gleaned
from Professional Archery Technique, but with some
notable exceptions, there is little to distinguish it from
other instructional manuals. Those exceptions, however,
make it a valuable addition to an archer’s library. I do
have major reservations with the assertion that winning
3-D archers rely on framing to judge yardage. Framing is
far too inaccurate a technique for estimation using animal targets, and top shooters would not be where they
were if they did, in fact, frame. I have no doubt that some
lower tier shooters use this method, however. The section
on tuning is excellent and more comprehensive than
some other books.
I recommend this book because it offers a view on
previously untouched material of a sensitive nature and
for the fact that the tenets advanced have been proven on
the championship lines of competition.
Professional Archery Technique is available from
Amazon.com or Barnes and Noble at US$14.95 per copy.

Roger Wheaton

Roger Wheaton
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World Archery Festival – 3 Star Tour 2004
Win

$$$ One Million Dollars $$$
Shoot 900 at the Vegas Shoot
Shoot 600 with 120 Xs at Louisville
Shoot 1200 at the Atlantic City Classic
The World Archery Festival 2004, at the Riviera Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas!
First leg of the 4th Annual 3-Star Tour.
Largest purse ever for Archery Competition
Total purse and prizes over $250,000.00.

NFAA Shooters of the Year
One man and one woman will be named NFAA Shooter of the year. Archers must shoot all 3 Star Tournament
events. Vegas 18 meter, Vegas Marked 3-D, Louisville National Indoor, Louisville 3-D, Atlantic City Classic,
Atlantic City 3-D. Highest cumulative score from all 6 events determines winners.

Winners will receive $2500 — Shooter of the Year Trophy
Profile and front cover in Archery magazine
5th Annual World Archery Festival Indoor Marked 3-D Championship
Sponsored by McKenzie and NFAA
Two divisions – Championship or Flights
Archers who participate in all 3 tournaments will have a chance to win a
NEW ATV by a SHOOT OFF
Held at the Atlantic City Shoot 2004.
Championship Division
$700 entry fee.
If you are unable to attend any event, your entry may be sold or transferred – limited to 40 entries.
Championship Division archers may not enter the Flights Division
Las Vegas

Louisville

Atlantic City

All Three events $700

Register by phone or fax with credit card (800) 811-2331 or fax (909) 794-8512. Register on line at www.worldarcheryfestival.com or www.fieldarchery.com.

4th Annual World Archery Festival Indoor Marked 3-D Flights Division $40 entry fee
Shoot Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 20 McKenzie 3-D targets. You may enter either Championship or
Flights. Marked distances up to 50 yards. Enter many times, highest score counts.

Men Unlimited

Women Unlimited

Freestyle Ltd

Bowhunter Freestyle

(Men & Women Combined)

(Men & Women Combined)

Walk in registration at the tournament. Casual start in groups of 3 to 4 shooters. Open Thursday 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm –
Friday 8:00 am to 3:00 pm and Saturday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. You may register in either Championship or Flights.
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Traditional Archery

Brian J. Luke

Wooden You Like to
Build Some Arrows?
I had long wanted to run a series on building your
own bow and Brian Luke was the man for the task
(see the series “From Bough to Bow” in the last
six issues of AFm). When he finished that task I
said to him, “You know, Brian, you need wooden
arrows to shoot from those beautiful bows.” This is
his reply. Editor

W

more primitive approach; or you may have
always admired the beauty of a finely crafted
footed target arrow. Regardless of your intent,
wooden arrow crafting is extremely rewarding
and you can choose to make it as simple or as
complex as you desire.
I will be going over some time-tested arrow
building methods along with many unique ones
I have employed over the years. We will start by
discussing arrow crafting that requires the least

When you take a peek into the world of wooden
arrow building it can be quite bewildering. There
are sapling shafts, shafts
from staves, lumber
shafts and doweled shafts
that can either be split,
turned, sawn, or drawn
into parallel, tapered,
grooved, footed, barreled,
breasted, or chested
shafts. And that is just
the beginning! Rest
assured there is no cause
for alarm. I will be discussing each of these
types, but not all at once.
If you are interested
in building wooden
arrows you probably are a
traditional longbow or
re-curve archer wanting
to show them off at the
All the stuff we need. The arrows are now etched and the points and nocks are glued on. I use
next 3-D shoot. It is pos- Ducco Cement for the nocks and feathers. Ducco Cement also works great on shafts that have
sible you may be been finished with Tru-Oil. Tru-Oil may be applied with just your fingers and hand rubbed.
intrigued to produce Four coats of Tru-Oil leaves a beautiful durable finish; it just takes a little time and must be
done before gluing on the feathers. The paraffin finish is a fast and effective way to protect the
shafts from baby tree shafts if you are lacking time or patience. The paraffin finish is applied after the feathering. The
shoots or saplings for a double boiler to keep the paraffin hot is sitting next to the heat gun for warming up the shafts.
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amount of time and equipment, and steadily progress
from there.

nock grove
goes across grain

Building Arrows from Parts
Acquiring the Components–Shafts For the “I don’t have
much time but still want to make ‘em” arrow, start by
calling your local archery shop and ask them if they have,
or can order, bare wood shafts. You can also log on to the
web and search for traditional archery suppliers. There
are many to choose from. Explain to the supplier how
you will be using the arrow; for example hunting, 3-D,
indoor target, long-range outdoor target, etc. You will
then be asked what the poundage of your bow is at your
fully drawn position. It is important to know how much
you are actually holding at full draw; do not simply go
by the markings stamped on the bow. If you do not have
a reliable bow scale, take your bow to your pro shop. Buy
some of your supplies while you are there. If you do not
support your local shop, it may not be there the next
time you need it.

mark nock goove
before making
end tapers

end grain goes ➠
against bow
For reasons of strength and consistent arrow spine, the nock groove must
go across the end grain of the arrow so that the edge of the grain goes
against the bow. To ensure proper nock placement, make pencil marks on
top and bottom of the shaft that will represent the string of the bow. This
mark must be long enough so it does not get ground off when the nock
taper is put on.

son, ask him or her to balance the shafts before tapering
the point and nock ends. What I mean by this is to physically balance the shaft lengthwise on the edge of a ruler
or something similar. They will want to mark the balancing point and measure that point from each end of
the arrow to determine if it is exactly in the center of the
shaft lengthwise. If the balancing point is not in the exact
center of the shaft; have them choose the heavier half of
the shaft to be the point end, or the end that they will
shave the 5 degree taper. The heavier half of the arrow
will be the half that measures smaller from its end to the
balance point. If they are not too receptive of the idea,
don’t worry about it right now. It is not that big of deal.
It just makes more sense to put the heavier end up front.
What is a big deal before the end tapers are made on
the shafts is marking the grain orientation of the shaft.
Determining this is much easier before the tapers are put
on. To do this, simply look at the end of the arrow that
was chosen for the nock end and notice the annual rings
running across the round section of the shaft. Ultimately,
when that shaft finally becomes an arrow you will want
the string on the bow to be perpendicular (at right
angles) to the growth rings running across the shaft when
nocked on the string. This is very important. Have the
sales person mark with pencil, a line on top and bottom
of the shaft that will represent the string of the bow. This
mark must be long enough so it does not get ground off
when the nock taper is put on.

A

Along with supplying the above information, you will
need to choose the type of wood for your shafts. If you
are a speed freak or a long distance outdoors shooter you
will want to go with a lighter wood, probably the smallest diameter cedar shaft available in your spine category.
Spine is a measurement of the strength of the shaft to
ensure it will match the bow it is shot from. Much more
will be discussed about spine later.
Port Orford Cedar certainly has the best reputation
for its light weight, strength, and ability to stay straight,
but I have always favored a heavier shaft. A heavier shaft
will be quieter from the bow, more forgiving, penetrate
farther, and show increased durability compared to cedar
shafts. Good choices for heavier shafts are Douglas Fir,
Birch, and Maple. The heaviest typically is Maple while
Douglas Fir strikes a good medium between Cedar and
Maple. Since moderation is usually the best policy,
Douglas Fir is hard to beat. There are many other choices of arrow-woods; I just chose a few as examples of a
light, medium, and heavy weight arrow. Each of these
shafts come in a variety of diameters, typically from 5⁄16,
11
⁄32, and 23⁄64 inches. Which you choose is not critical now.

Y

You will need to ask the supplier to cut your arrow shafts
to length and to taper them to accept traditional points
and plastic nocks. The point taper is five degrees while
the nock end is tapered 11 degrees. We will talk about
tapering our own shafts later, but this was the “I don’t
have much time but still want to make ‘em” arrow.
If you feel your supplier is a patient and honest per-

Acquiring the Components–Points, Nocks, and
Feathers If the sales person has not hung up on you yet,
you will need to order points and nocks to match the
diameter of the shaft.
Continued on the Next Page
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The
next
consideration
will be feathers;
you can choose the
style and color and
decide if you would like a
different color for the cock feather.
I am assuming that you are creating a three fletch arrow.
It is the length of the feather that must
match your intended use. I have a short draw
of only 26 inches; if my arrows are not cut
much longer I like a four inch feather for any
shooting 60 yards and under. If you shoot a
longer arrow and confine your shooting to normal hunting distances, a 5-inch feather would be best for you.
When I talk about long outdoors shooting I am referring
to the York and Clout Round. The York distances are 60,
80, and 100 yards, while the Clout is usually 180 yards.
For these distances you will want a two-inch to threeinch feather, no longer. I feel the 21⁄2 inch feather to be
moderate and the best choice for this use.

W

While we are on the subject of fletching, you will either
need to acquire a fletching jig or do like the “old timers”
by pinning or tying the feathers in place while the glue
dries. This takes much patience and since we both know
you do not have much time it is really not a good idea for
beginners, especially those in the “I don’t have much

time …” category. If you have a good
eye and really do not want to spring for
a fletching jig, you can apply contact
cement on both the shaft and base of
the feather; let the glue set up for about
ten minutes and set the feathers in
place. You only have one chance to get
this right because the bond is immediate. Really, I advise acquiring or borrowing a fletching jig.
Fletching Your Arrows If you do
not already have a fletching jig and are
ordering one, you will be asked as to
what type of clamps you want. The
choices being either right helical, left
helical, or straight. Some believe that
right-handed shooters should shoot
right helical, left-handed archers
should use left helical, and straight
archers should use straight clamps;
(just kidding). I personally do not feel
that any of this is important as long as
you are using the same wing feather on each shaft (either
right or left, doesn’t matter). The helical clamp is
designed to place the feather on at a slight rotation
around the shaft, thus causing the arrow to spin in flight.
The straight clamp can put feathers on the shaft on a
slight angle, also causing the arrow to rotate in flight. It
just does not do so as neatly because the radius of the

If you use a helical clamp (as shown here) you must match the helix to
the wing of the feather. This right helical clamp works well with right
wing feathers but will make poor fletchings with left wing feathers.
a r c h e r y
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shaft is changing when the feather in a
straight clamp is set on an angle. To save
all this confusion I just glue the feathers
on straight using a straight clamp. And
you know what? The arrow still rotates in
flight. Why? you may ask; simply because
there is a rough side and a smooth side to
the feather, depending on which wing it
came from. The rough side catches more
wind causing the arrow to spin in flight.
That is why it is so important to use the
same wing feather on each arrow. True,
they do not spin as fast as an arrow
fletched helically, but I am able to obtain
excellent arrow flight this way without
the parachuting effect of too much drag.
If you do choose a helical clamp, be sure
you purchase feathers to match the curve
of your clamp; right wing feathers for a
right helical clamp, left wing feathers for
a left helical clamp.

If you do not have an electric stove with exposed burners you can use a hot plate to etch the
arrows. The arrow is laid flat across the hot element, instantly causing a pattern of burn
marks. To continue the pattern simply rotate the shaft and feed it across the burners. If an
undesirable spiral pattern occurs slightly lift the arrow off the burner before each rotation.
The motion will be a rotate and dab as you feed the arrow across the burner. Once you have
etched over half of the shaft, grab the arrow from the other end and complete the pattern.

Glue is something else you want to make
sure you have before the shafts arrive. A
hot melt glue like ferrule cement works well with traditional points and is probably the best choice if you plan
on switching from field points to broad heads. Epoxy
works better if most of your shooting is at targets and the
arrows are not easily withdrawn. The friction caused by
an arrow entering a dense target butt often makes the
arrows very stubborn to withdraw. Stubborn arrows
sometime leave their point behind in the target butt
using ferrule cement (the heat softens the glue).
I use the same glue for the nocks as I do on the feathers. Gluing feathers to wood shafts does not require a
special fletching glue. I have found that Ducco cement
works great on wood shafts and actually works much better than standard fletching glue if an oil finish like Tru
Oil was put on the shaft before fletching.
Getting Everything Ready Okay, a few days after
your purchase all the stuff arrives. The only problem is
the fact that it’s already Friday and you really wanted to
show off your homemade arrows at the Club Shoot on
Sunday. Do not despair, there is still time to do some
really cool stuff to the shafts that will cause anyone to
stop and take notice of your arrows. Staining, dipping, or
cresting are out right now. That will eat up too much
time and we need that time for fletching.
This option is a blast; the first thing to do is send the
wife out shopping. When the coast is clear, fire up the
electric stove. Just turn on one of the top burners closest

to you and make enough room around the stove that will
allow you to pass an arrow across the burner from end to
end or at least from end to past center of the shaft. Turn
that burner on its highest setting and let it get cherry red.
This will not work if you have a flat top or gas stove. In
this case, plug in an electric hot plate that has the usual
coil-heating element exposed.
With the coils now red hot, grab one of your shafts
by the end; make sure the pencil marks of the end grain
orientation are clearly visible. Lay one end of the shaft
directly on the burner while simultaneously rotating the
shaft and feeding the arrow across the burner. This will
create a sporadic pattern of burn marks along the shaft
that will give it a unique camouflage effect. I often get
people asking me if the shafts are made of river cane.
You will need to switch the end of the arrow you are
holding to complete the pattern for the entire length of
the shaft. You obviously do not want to get your hand
too close to the burner.
This process eats up just seconds per shaft, but while
the shaft is still warm, it’s a great time to hand straighten
any shaft that is visibly crooked. Simply sight down the
shaft, keeping in mind that it is still very warm, and note
the place along the shaft that is not straight. With a little
palm pressure overcorrect the bend, hold that position a
few seconds, and then sight down the arrow again. Don’t
try to get too carried away with the straightening; just
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Now place the arrow in the
correct any noticeable bends
fletching jig. Starting from the
while the shaft is still warm.
position of the cock feather, I
Chances are the shafts you
mark a place on the feather
ordered will not need to be
clamps of the jig that ensures the
straightened at all.
exact location of the feather each
Repeat this process for the
time. I like the base of the feathremaining shafts. Though I feel
er to end up one inch from the
the odor of burnt wood is
base of the groove in the nock.
appealing and darned right
In other words the feather would
manly, your spouse may not feel
be one inch away from the string
the same. So open a few doors
when the arrow is nocked on the
and windows and air the place
string.
out. You could always burn a
If you were going to shoot
piece of toast in the toaster oven
these arrows off your bowhand
for a cover.
knuckle, using no shooting glove
Now lay all your shafts side
arrow crafting can be extremely satisfying; it just
or
arrow rest, it would be a good
by side and take a good look. Wooden
gets a little hard to decide if you have enough arrows!
idea to snip off the pointed end
You will not believe how great
of the feather base (or ground quill) to a blunt square. It
they look and how easy and fast this was to do!
If you have left yourself enough time, we could apply is not a good idea to invite sharp pointy objects to run
four coats of Tru Oil or wipe on polyurethane at this across your bare knuckles.
With the arrow in the jig and the feathers in the
time. But you haven’t, and there is no need to worry. I
understand the importance of protecting the shafts from clamps, start by putting a thin even layer of Ducco
invading moisture. There is a fast and very effective way cement along the entire base of the feather. I glue the
of dealing with this, too, but for now, let’s get these cock feather first since we had just made a note of its
proper location on the shaft. My jig allows me to glue on
arrows feathered!
Final Assembly First, we glue on the plastic nocks. all three feathers in one step.
Place the clamp in the jig and double check that the
Make sure the groove in the nock is aligned with the
marks on the shaft that ran at right angles to the end- entire base of the feather is making contact with the
grain orientation. This is done because the wooden arrow shaft. With my jig I then set the other two (the hen)
shaft is stronger when the forces of shooting are applied feathers and place a rubber band around the clamps to
against shaft with the end grain pattern of the arrow in a make sure they stay put while the glue dries. With
horizontal position while the bowstring is in the vertical DUCCO cement I leave the arrow in the jig for at least
twenty minutes. As I take each arrow out of the jig I put
position.
With the nock glued on, there is still one more grain a little dab of glue on the end of the quill we snipped off
orientation I would like you to take a look at. We know square (it helps keep the leading edge of the feather from
the end grain is running horizontal in normal shooting lifting). Stay at the task; before you know it your arrows
position. Let us suppose the arrow is on the bowstring will be all feathered!
We are now ready to glue on the points. Follow the
and we are looking down at the top of the shaft.
Sometimes the grain running lengthwise is not exactly directions on the glue you are using and place the point
parallel with the shaft. This causes visible breakthroughs on the 5-degree taper. Spin the shaft on the newly posiof the grain that can be seen along the top of the shaft in tioned point to make sure it runs true. If it doesn’t, it will
a long “V” pattern. I do not like to see too many of these, probably wobble badly. If the arrow does wobble when
but in the event they are there, position the pointed end spun, re-position the point by rotating it along the 5
of the “V” shaped grain pattern toward the point end of degree taper and spin test it again. Using hot melt glue
the arrow. To change directions of the “V” shaped pat- you only have a few seconds to get this right. If you waittern, simply turn the arrow over on the string, now mak- ed too long just warm the point back up and try it again.
ing the bottom the top. I do this for safety reasons; I have found that a heat gun will produce enough heat
should the violated grain pattern ever lift, it would be less for this process. You can also use a lit candle or propane
torch.
likely to grab your hand, shooting glove, or arrow rest.
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The points are now on and we are ready to seal the
shafts. First remove any pencil marks still on the shaft
with an eraser. Any other smudges or handling marks can
be cleaned up with a light buffing of steel wool.
Melt a block of paraffin in a double boiler. The same
process as used while canning food: the bottom pan contains the boiling water while the top pan contains the
melted paraffin. Have an old bristle brush ready and
warm up the shaft with a heat gun or your wife’s blow
drier. If you have to use her blow dryer, make sure she is
still out shopping first. While warming the shaft, make
sure you do not scorch the feathers, and then simply
brush on the melted paraffin. You may need to use a Qtip to coat the area of the shaft between the feathers.
When the arrow cools, wipe off the excess paraffin and
you’re ready to impress the heck out of the guys at the
club! This is a fast and effective way to protect the shafts;
you will just need to repeat the process once or twice a
year depending on how much they are exposed to the elements.

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
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As with any arrow, inspect each one carefully before
shooting. Feel (carefully!) and sight down your arrows
often, especially if you suspect that another arrow hit the
shaft or the arrow itself hit something other than the target. Break any damaged shafts that are potentially unsafe.
That way you won’t shoot them by mistake.
There are many other ways to involve yourself in
wooden arrow crafting, I just hope this gave you a good
first taste!

CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373

Brian Luke is a devoted husband and father of three teenagers. He
has worked as a tool and die maker since  and has been a lover
of the bow since , when at the age of four he received his first
bow and arrow set (a fiberglass bow with the rubber tipped arrows).
Brian started building longbows in  and has since won seven
National Championships competing in the NAA Traditional
Longbow Division. He has won three Outdoor Nationals and four
Indoor Nationals, setting a record for the indoor FITA.
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write us at  Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For a current index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2002.
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Introducing UltraTec™
featuring our new Cam & 1/2
Performance System**.

UltraTec
Axle to axle: 37 1 ⁄2 ”
Brace height: 7 3 ⁄8 ”
I.B.O Speed: 3 0 8

Sims® Limb Savers

New Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Tighter tolerance, less
friction, more consistent
in varying conditions
and never needs
lubricating

TEC Riser Design

No Timing: Both cams work together rather than

independently so they are always in time
Cam Symmetry: The top and bottom cam
are symmetrical providing for level nock travel and perfect
bow symmetry

Extremely strong yet
lightweight. Eliminates
noise, reduces shock and
provides a more accurate
shooting platform

Hoyt’s SelfAligning Yoke
System

Ensures continuous,

Extreme Speeds: The new Cam & 1/2

Performance System is faster than any bow we’ve ever built in excess of 330 fps on particular models
Low Vibration: The Cam & 1/2 design reduces
vibration and is extremely smooth on the draw and the release

Some shooters love one cam.
Other shooters love two cams.

Looks like everyone

will love Cam & 1/2.
Cam Attributes

New Thinner
Ergonomic Grip
Design

Ensures proper grip position
and minimizes torque

Two-Cam Single-Cam Cam &

New Pro Cable
Guard Glide

Reduces string wear
and friction

1/2
No Timing
Low Vibration
Speed
Solid Wall
Level Nock Travel
Cam Symmetry
Quiet
Low Maintenance

•
••
••
•
•••
•••
•
•

•••
•••
••
•••
•
•
•••
••

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

3/4” Split Limb
Technology

“The consistency, forgiveness,
and tunability of Hoyt’s new
Cam & 1/2 is incredible.”
- Dave Cousins,
World Champion;
17 World Records

Most durable limb on
the market. 3/4” design
provides for the best
lateral and torsional
stability of any limb in
the industry

Dual Locking
Pocket System

Tightest tolerance pocket
in the industry

New Stealth
Draw Dampener

Provides for a whisper
quiet draw

www.hoytusa.com

**Patent pending. †I.B.O. speeds based on 70 lb. 30” draw.
For performance based on your setup, see your Hoyt dealer.
(Bow manufactured under one or more of the following
patent numbers: 5,682,871; 5,720,267; 4,957,094)

In 2001, Mathews won 85.4% of all ASA and IBO events...

All other
vs. brands
combined

Wins:
Top 3’s:
Top 5’s:
Top 10’s:

41
129
204
386

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

7
15
36
94

All ASA & IBO Men’s Pro, Women’s Pro,
Senior Pro and Limited Pro events in 2001

In 2002, the percentage of victories went up to 89.6%...

All other
vs. brands
combined

Wins:
Top 3’s:
Top 5’s:
Top 10’s:

43
128
205
404

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

5
16
35
76

All ASA & IBO Men’s Pro, Women’s Pro,
Senior Pro and Limited Pro events in 2002

In 2003, Mathews’ win percentage was the best ever at 90.9%!

All other
vs. brands
combined

Wins:
Top 3’s:
Top 5’s:
Top 10’s:

40
124
202
377

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

4
8
19
60

All ASA & IBO Men’s Pro, Women’s Pro,
Senior Pro and Limited Pro events in 2003

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367
Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
(608) 269-2728

www.mathewsinc.com

